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Judge Deborah Knott returns in this mystery that unfolds as Hurricane Fran hits Colleton County,

North Carolina. When a local attorney's wife is murdered, and as her numerous lovers scurry for

cover stories, the judge begins her own investigation and finds a tangled web of extramarital affairs

and secrets linking half the county. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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Hurricane Fran is barrelling down toward Judge Deborah Knott's Colleton County, but that isn't even

the worst of it. A young woman is found murdered in town: Lynn Bullock was the wife of Jason

Bullock, a lawyer in Colleton. It looks like Lynn's philandering has finally caught up with her.

Deborah begins her own investigation -- mostly in attempt to make sure that her cousin, Reed, who

was involved with Lynn, wasn't also a part of her murder. But as Deborah keeps digging, she finds

that Lynn and Jason's story goes much deeper and links in with many of the townspeople of

Colleton County. When someone else turns up dead, Deborah knows there is more to Lynn's death

than meets the eye.Goodreads tells me that I haven't picked up one of Margaret Maron's Deborah

Knott mysteries since 2009, which is hard to believe, because reading one of these cozy mystery

novels is always easy and familiar. My kids and I have been participating in our library's Summer

Reads program, and this year the program gives away free books to adults, too! (How cool is that?)

I chose a Maron book for June's prize and quickly realized how long it had been since I read a

Deborah Knott mystery--and how many books I'd need to read to catch up with the one I picked up



(#13, I think).So here we are. I have a soft spot for Maron's mysteries due to my love of southern

literature. She has a lovely and easy way of capturing her southern characters--their drawls, their

southern ways, the complicated (yet simple) sprawling nature of Deborah's large extended family.

This novel features a sweet young boy named Stan, who easily steals the show, as well as

Deborah's typical interactions with her family and friends.
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